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I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with the question of existence of rank-3 transitive exten- 
sions of the Higman-Sims simple group. In particular, we obtain the following 
results: 
THLEOREM I. There exist no rank-3 transitive extemions of the H<qman- 
Sims group in which the two nrxtrivial suborbits are primitive. 
THEOREM II. There exist no rank-3 transitive extensioons of the Higmun- 
Sims group with subdegrees < 25,000. 
Notation and terminology is standard. Specifically, we follow the conven- 
tions and language of [2] and [5]. Throughout, HS is a group isomorphic 
to the Higman-Sims group, and G is a rank-3 transitive extension of HS 
with subdegrees 1 < k < 1 on Q. 
2. PRELIMINARY 
The proofs of the two theorems are based on the results of D. G. Higman 
[2], the characterization of HS bv its Svlow-2 subgroup by D. Gorenstein and 
M. E. Harris [I], and the knowledge of the primitive representations of the 
Higman-Sims group given in [4]. We first establish the following three 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. The set of degrees of the primitive representations oj the Higman- 
Sims group is .Dl = {IOO, 176, 1100, 3850, 4125, 5600, 5775, 15400, 36960). 
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The truth of Lemma 1 follows at once by examining the list of maximal 
subgroups of HS which up to conjugacy are iMa,, , PZU,(s”), PZU,(52)‘, S, , 
K, , Gti, ES 2”\\& , N( Va,,) cs C, x C, x C,\\-&(2), n/1711 , Ail;, , G(s,) = 
Gus(21) = 26\\s5 , G&2,) = c, X p%(9), N&B) = N<5,). 
LEMMA 2. The set of degrees < 25000 of the Higman-Sims group is 
D, = (100, 176,352, 1100,2200,3850,4125,5600,5775,7700,8800, 
11550, 15400, 17600,22176,23100}. 
Lemma 2 follows by a detailed analysis of the subgroup structures of the 
maximal subgroups of HS for all the subgroups of indeces < 25000. 
LEnxM.4 3. If‘ G is a transitive rank-3 extension of HS with subdegrees 
1 < k < 1, k, I E D, , the?1 G is a simple group. 
To prove Lemma 3 we consider the following two cases: 
(i) k = 1. In this case G would be primitive on B [2, Lemmas 3 and 
71, -and if not simple, G would possess a normal subgroup N which would be 
regular on Q. A. factorization of 1 + 2k, k E D, , shows that this is impossible 
for each k E D, . 
(ii) k < 1. Here, consideration of the (‘3 pairs k, Z, k < .Z, shows that 
the only possible solutions are those exhibited in Table I. 
TABLE I 
C&E! k 1 x CL s t f? fLl 
- 
1 176 352 63 56 15 -8 176 352 
2 352 15400 176 4 174 -2 177 15575 
3 1100 5775 1.54 180 20 -46 4775 2100 
4 2200 8800 483 429 77 -23 2508 8492 
5 4125 7700 1548 1380 183 -15 875 10950 
6 5600 5775 2728 2784 32 -88 8295 3080 
7 5775 17600 1422 1428 63 -69 12175 11200 
8 7700 11550 3013 3124 32 -143 15686 3564 
9 7700 11550 2863 3224 12 -373 18630 620 
Each case would correspond to a primitive group G on Q. Factorization 
of IZ = 1 + K + I in each case shows that it is impossible for G to possess a 
regular normal subgroup N. 
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3. PROOF OF THEORR~V 1 
Suppose that G is a transitive, rank-3 extension of HS of degree n with 
primitive suborbits. If K = E E D, n D, , then n = 1 + 2K and, by Lemma 3, 
G would be simple. If K = I = 36960, then G would be primitive, and 
factorization of II = 1 + 2K shows that G cannot have a regular normal 
subgroup N. Thus, k = I ED, implies that G is simple; contrary to the 
characterization of HS by its Sylow-2 subgroup in Cl]. Suppose next that 
k f 1. Consideration of the 36 pairs k, 1, k < 1, shows that the only possible 
solutions are those exhibited as cases 3 and 6 in Table I. For both these cases, 
consideration of the permutation characters yields information on the number 
of fixed points on Q of elements in G, g I-S. Consequently, Sylow’s theorem 
for p = 191, p = 79, respectively, and, in the trivial case, Burnside’s 
p-complement theorem yield that such transitive extensions cannot exist. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM II 
Suppose that G is a transitive, rank-3 extension of HS with subdegrees 
1 < k < 1 < 25000. If k = I E D, then, by Lemma 3, G would be simple 
contrary to the characterization of HS by its Sylow-2. If k < 1, then the set of 
possible parameters is that exhibited in Table I. From these, cases 1, 2, 4, 8, 
and 9 are ruled out by the Gorenstein-Harris result. Cases 3 and 6 were 
already considered in Section 3. Cases 5 and 7 are ruled out by examining the 
possible Sylow numbers for the primes 73 and 487, respectively, the corre- 
sponding orders of the centralizers of the Sylow-p subgroups, and by using 
the information on the number of fixed points of the elements in G, g HS 
afforded by the permutation characters of HS on the associated suborbits. 
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